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Are you looking for more peace, joy and pleasure in a feminine and powerful
way in 2013? As women, we want to be powerfully feminine, yet this is not
always how we feel or how we experience our lives as women.
Learning how to tap into your feminine power base allows you to become
authentically and naturally powerful as a woman – without your feminine
essence.
In the pursuit of equality and power, many women have taken on a more masculine role. In our
desire to be strong and independent, many of us have shut ourselves off from our softness,
sensuality, and the feminine energy. This feminine energy not only makes our own lives more
pleasurable and fulfilling, but gives us a radiant power. We have unwittingly closed down the ability
to attract the healthy attention we want—from men and women—without even realizing we have
done it.
Feminine presense is an energetic, empowered and magnetic quality that has nothing to do with the
way you look. When you are able to embody your feminine essence you don’t need to try and
project a powerful personality as you are attractive, radiant, sensual and grounded from within.
You can learn how to connect and re-connect with that place of deep power and femininity within
you that will restore your vitality to be able to live life your feminine life to the full.
Join us for the evening and explore how to:



Develop a physical and energetic presence that attracts the attention you want – both
personally and professionally





Feel more comfortable with your sensuality and femininity.
Look and feel more radiant when you walk into a room.
Learn to follow your higher guidance rather than “pushing” to make things happen

Jenni Mears is the visionary and founder of Whole Brain Healing. She is a soul mate to her wonderful
husband of 35 years and mother of two beautiful boys. She has many life experiences and
perspectives to share with women. Overcoming bowel cancer 10 years ago she cleared her mind and
body of emotional pain and blockages using her own signature healing process whole-brain and body
healing and changing her diet. Jenni has been a Clinical Hypnotherapist and Inspired Coach for
Conscious Women for the last 15 years. As a teacher and workshop leader, she is now working in
the area of feminine power and presence facilitating The Art of feminine presence classes and
workshops.
She has incorporated the practices of this work in her own daily life and has experienced a deep
awakening of your own powerful and feminine presence. Jenni is passionate about sharing this work
with women who want to be successful in all aspects of their lives and health to then make a
difference in their communities.

